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Rework Module

The Rework Module from Western Computer is a Microsoft Dynamics enhancement that tracks when an outside vendor 
is used to modify or enhance an inventory item. The module handles rework activity by a vendor that either increases 

new item. For example, a new item with a new price is 
created when a stock item is sent to a vendor for plating.

The Rework Module process allows that cost to be 
added, a purchase order to be created and linked, and 
the accounting to be tied together through the rework 
order. Kitting is used in the case of “creating” an item 
that is different from the original. The original item(s) will 
be consumed, rework charges added, and the new or 
different item will be “produced” or output.

Handle the Rework Process from 

Use the Rework Role Center menus and shortcuts to 
access many of the orders and documents needed 
to complete the rework process.
Create a new rework order from the rework list, the item or a sales order.
Automatically create a purchase order with item charge lines from the rework order.
Create the needed transfer order(s) and purchase orders automatically for the rework location (the vendor).

rework location (for further processing).

, there is one charge on the sales 
line.

Learn more about the Rework Model from Western Computer
For over 28 years, Western Computer has designed and implemented business solutions that work well for a wide  
array of industries. Accounting Today named Westen Computer #15 of 100 of the most powerful Top Accounting  
Resellers in 2014.

the cost of the item modified or creates a different or 

The finished reworked products can be sent to the originating location, another location, the customers or another

Allows for the pre-configuring of the item(s) to be used [consumed], the treatments, fees, or processing [rework
charges] that produce the finished item [output].

See what a world class Rework solution can mean for your business.


